Behind the High Board Fence

Chapter 11—What’s in the store?!

1. What can the reader infer?
   A  Father bought and sold tobacco from the farmers.
   B  Helen is afraid of the spider found in the bananas.
   C  Cal was not allowed to run errands to Papa’s store.
   D  Robert and Miss May work for Helen’s father.

2. What can the reader infer?
   A  Many Winston people worked in tobacco jobs.
   B  Miss May worked in the tobacco warehouse.
   C  Father refused to let Helen keep the spider.
   D  Robert and Cal played a trick on Helen.

3. How did the tobacco get to the warehouse?
   A  by streetcar
   B  by railroad
   C  by wagons
   D  by trucks

4. Which crop was imported to the Winston area?
   A  tobacco
   B  bananas
   C  pumpkins
   D  potatoes

5. What role did the auctioneer play in the tobacco selling process?
   A  stacking the tobacco in piles
   B  processing chewing tobacco
   C  helping to set the selling price
   D  renting space in the warehouse
Discuss and write about each chapter, completing open-ended sentences, such as:

1. I learned…

2. I predict…

3. I felt…because…

4. I thought…because…

5. I liked the way the writer (or illustrator)…